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About This Game

Death Rings of Jupiter is a 2d retro bullet hell shooter, set in the dense asteroid fields that make up the rings of Jupiter.
It features original gameplay that mixes classic gravity games and platformers.

Hidden somewhere in the rings of Jupiter, there is treasure, and it's guarded by an infestation of alien monsters.
You steal a ship, fire up your percolator and set the controls for the epic gas giant.

While you dust off your trusty lasers, fear creeps into the back of your mind.
No one that has gone into the rings of Jupiter has ever returned.

Game Features

A Space survival bullet hell shooter. Mixing slow paced asteroid hopping with fast paced battles that can have hundreds
of bullets and enemies on screen.

Freeform gameplay where you choose your own path and discover strategic approaches to defeating the three bosses.
Upgrade your character, visit shops, find chests and items.

Retro pixel art graphics including 200 bizarre and colourful pixel art aliens that burst into pixels when they die. The feel
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of classic games but with smooth controls and a 60fps framerate.

Be at home in empty space with a big sci-fi synth and drum soundtrack, by VI-RES. And wicked title and win screens by
Illustrator Joyous Colley.

Procedurally generated guns, enemies and levels in each run. Find weapons like double shot exploding sniper, rapid fire
flaming quadshot and poisonous homing lasers!

Inspired by classic games like Gravity Force, Exile, Soldat, and Abuse.

This game is challenging, and like classic games, it doesn't hold your hand. Beginners and casual players can relax in
EASY mode.

Built in auto-fire, no memory hacks required!

Find more music by Vi-Res at discocinematic.bandcamp.com
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Title: Death Rings of Jupiter
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Albatross Wirehead
Publisher:
Albatross Wirehead
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any Windows Compatible Soundcard

Additional Notes: 30fps mode available for low end pc's

English
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death rings of jupiter

A japanese slice of life game where you play as a delinquent named Ringo. You can play the game however you want. If you
want to be a bookworm,someone who gets into gang fights, or just go to your local bar and win big at poker games. This game
has a lot of references to old movies or tv shows that you might like. The gameplay is sort of similar to how the Yakuza series
plays when it comes to combat. The game has lots of secrets to unlock that you will have to find out yourself.. Splice is very
pretty, and has a very relaxing vibe to it. The music is soothing, the graphics are reminiscent of electron microscope images.

The mechanics are mostly simple (although it took me quite a while to realize why I can't ever move a splitter next to any other
node. Each node can only have two children. If a splitter and another node were siblings, that would result in three children after
the split). The puzzles, on the other hand, can be quite fiendish.

I specifically load it up when I want something challenging that isn't real-time.. Game is fairly fun and different. I like the
combination of casual farming, with TPS action. However, it gets too hard too fast, and is therefore not really that great..
Painfully short, however as a bare bones beta all the building blocks are in place to make this a fun challenging little platforming
game and although the mechanics are few they are highlly polished to the point where I'd be happy with just the release of more
levels. Control scheme needs a bit of reworking however I like the concept and the music is catchy all in all I'm looking forward
to the completed product.. Ending depends on the choices you made, and some endings are unlocked only if you have the right
stat,
the problem is that what choices raise what stats is not clear at all, after so many plays I still cannot get the ending that I want.
warning for those that hate this type of sea eternal ending, though this one is less extreme.. I can give a buy recommendation for
all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.. 10\10 BEST GAME EWUR. not goodd gammmme
. Ehh...didn't put much time into this because it's an almost completely dead online only game. It's an objective based
multiplayer shooter with airplanes and unlockables and it used to be a paid game but now it's free. I remember playing it back in
the day and enjoying it quite a bit, but unfortunately it looks like even making it completely free to play didn't do much to keep
this game alive. There was some dude in there shrieking at me in Spanish though, so that's cool.

That's the problem with indie games, I guess, especially if they specifically decide to go the multiplayer only route. Unless the
stars align or some twatch dude decides to latch onto it or unless it really is a stunningly good game, it's probably going to be
dead within a month. It's a shame too because a lot of fun titles just kind of fall through the cracks and get lost to time. I'd
classify Altitude as one of those
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It's vapourwave, it's beautiful, and from my clearly extensive time in the game, its got a really good atmosphere and world.

And it's pretty cheap too so that's neat.. Post Mortem is nice, but sometimes the game mechanics are flawed.

I had some fun with this murder mystery game. The story is compelling and really interesting. I also liked the art design, even
though the graphics are of course outdated. However, I believe the graphics are still good enough.
The sound, music and English voice acting is quite good, though sometimes characters mumble slightly.
A very positive aspect is that you can choose different dialogue options and make progress in various ways, and this really
influences what happens.
The reason why I would give a rating of only 70 % are the sometimes odd game mechanics. For example, some puzzles are very
hard and one is especially annoying because you have to use exactly the right combination even if others seem very reasonable
as well. So I had to consult a walkthrough several times. By the way, the walkthrough in the Steam folder of the game is a joke:
you can only find pictures of the puzzles but no detailed explanations about most of them.

All in all, if you like point and click adventures with a good story and nice characters, you can give it a try, especially when it is
on sale.. While the end game animation for the player winning was a decent payoff, I feel more could have been (could still be)
done to improve the experience.

Suggested improvements to add more replayablity:

- 3 or 4 additional outfit choices for the gals; such outfits could include the original outfit wore by each of the main trio in the
base VN as well as other outfits that reflect other aspects of each lady's life style. The additional clothing options could come
with a few new lines of dialogue such as each girls reaction to what the others are wearing or any memories associated with the
clothing that might connect back to the VN.

- An uncensored patch so that the player may see Andrea, Raen, and Edda in their unclothed glory. A great addition to that
patch could be the option to change the lose condition from dance to showing off each love lady's preferred method of self-
induced sexual pleasure. (That last idea is inspired my the reddit community made game "Strip Poker Night at the Inventory."
Even simple looped animations of each of the 3 main army gals delighting in self pleasure would rival the player win condition
of SPNATI)

It is my opinion that the ideas I have list would give the player the sense of having recieved a great bargin for the price paid.. Its
an inprovment in everyway on the first Nights of Azure its visually better gamplay wise. Although the audio can be iffy at times
like sound effects just not going off. Oh and its the story of lesbians lots of lesbians like im not joking a real f@#$ ton of them
and its awesome. if your down for a bit of a grind and some intersting characters then grab this one. Man so many hot chicks if
your down with waifus then this game is up your ally.. The Llamanati did nothing wrong

10/10. Great game for player that want to push their limits and Practice their reflex.. I think they have the feel of this game
down pretty well. Graphics are nice enough. I know it's still in the early stages, but this game deseprately needs a campaign
mode.. Interesting story, lovely characters and nice musics. There are some inconsistencies and bugs, but it's not jarring enough
to make me dislike the whole VN. Another round of beta-testing might get rid most of the problems, but all in all, I still enjoyed
it very much.
Glad I've backed Starlight Vega.
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